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ON THE HOMOTOPY TYPE OF
STIEFEL MANIFOLDS

I. M. JAMES

Abstract. Suppose that we have a fibre bundle where the total

space has the same homotopy type as the product of the fibre and

the base. When can we conclude that the bundle is trivial, in the

sense of fibre bundle theory? This question arises in the classifica-

tion theory of Hopf homogeneous spaces, especially in relation to

Stiefel manifolds. Results are proved, using cohomology opera-

tions, which answer the question in some cases.

1. Introduction. Let n^k¿í. As usual we denote by Fn,t the real

Stiefel manifold of orthonormal ¿-frames in euclidean »-space, and

by Wn,k (resp. Xn,k) the corresponding complex (resp. quaternionic)

Stiefel manifold. We also, when convenient, use the notation On,k to

cover all three cases, as in [lO]. Set d=i, 2 or 4 according as the

case is real, complex or quaternionic, so that On,i is a (dn — i)-sphere.

Write On.i = Sn and consider the fibration p: On,k—*Sn given by taking

(say) the last vector in each ¿-frame to form a 1-frame. Excluding

the case i = l we identify the fibre with 0B_i,t_i in the usual way.

By (4.5) of [ll] we have at once

Theorem (1.1). If On,k has the same homotopy type as SnXOn-i,h-\

then p admits a cross-section.

The main purpose of this note is to prove

Theorem (1.2). If On,k has the same homotopy type as SnXO„_i,*_i

then the interval [n — k + l, n] contains a power of two.

Let us examine the implications of these results in each of the

three cases. In the real case we recall, from [2], that p: Vn.k—>Sn_1

admits a cross-section if and only if

(1.3) n = 0 mod 2*<-k\

where <f>(k) denotes the number of integers m in the range 0<m<k

such that m = 0, 1, 2 or 4 mod 8. If (1.3) is satisfied then, for k^2,

the interval [n — k+i,n — 1] does not contain a power of two. Hence

(1.1) and (1.2) imply
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Theorem (1.4). Let n^k^2. If V„,k has the same homotopy type as

Sn~1X F„_i,/c_i then n = 2T for some integer r¿i(bik).

The proof of (1.2) depends on the relations of Adem [3] between

the Steenrod squares. Another result can be obtained by using the

secondary cohomology operations of Adams [l]. We shall prove

Theorem (1.5). Let « — £2:2 and let k be even. If Vn,k has the same

homotopy type as Sn~1X F,,_i,fc_i then n = 2, 4 or 8.

A proof of (1.5) for the case k = 2 is given in [12], modulo the main

result of [l]. Note that the fibration is trivial when n = 2, 4 or 8. It

is tempting to conjecture that (1.5) is true for all values of k. This

would be an important step towards the classification of Hopf

homogeneous spaces (see [8]).

Let wrE^2r-iiSr) (r = l, 2, ■ • • ) denote the Whitehead square of

the generator t,G7rr(5r). It is a standard problem, as yet unsolved,

to determine the values of r such that wT can be halved, i.e. such that

wrE27T2r-i('S'r). We shall prove

Theorem (1.6). If Vn,z has the same homotopy type as Sn~1X F„_i,2

then Wn-i can be halved.

It is known that Wn can be halved but, so far as I am aware, it is

not known whether Fi6,3 has the same homotopy type as Sl5X Vu,2.

Thus our results are not conclusive in the real case, but in the

complex and quaternionic cases we obtain

Theorem (1.7). Let ra = & = 2, but exclude n = k = 2. Then Wn,k does

not have the same homotopy type as S2n~lXWn-i,k-i.

Theorem (1.8). Let n^k^2. Then Xn.k does not have the same

homotopy type as 54n_1X^n-i,i-i.

Suppose that p: Wn,k—>52n_1 has a cross-section. Then 2w=0

mod 2*(2W, by (1.3), since p: V2n,2k—>S2n~l has a cross-section. When

& = 3, however, it is shown in §20 of [5] that n is not a power of two,

and hence the interval [n — k-\-l, n] does not contain a power of two.

Thus (1.7) follows from (1.1) and (1.2) when k^3. The case k = 2 has

already been dealt with in [12]. The proof of (1.8) is similar except

that the case k = 2 does not require separate consideration.

2. Construction of a complex. Throughout this note we work in

the category of pointed spaces using cohomology with mod 2 coeffi-

cients. Let K be a iq — 1)-connected complex, where q>0. Suppose

that we have an element %EirqiK) such that the homomorphism
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t*:H<>(K)->H''(S'>)

is nontrivial. Let m >q and suppose that there exists an element

yEirtn+t-i(Sq) such that

(2.1) (a)      £07=0,        (b)   Sm~"y=wm,

where 5 denotes the suspension functor. Write K' = Sm~9K and write

£/ = £«-»£ so that ?ETTm(K'). It follows at once from (2.1) that

[£', i;']=!;'*Wm = 0, and hence that there exists a map

0:5*" XSm-^K'

of type (£', £')• Let <j>: S2m+1—>SK' be obtained by performing the

Hopf construction on 8, and let

L = e2m+2 U SisT'

denote the mapping cone of 0. We have the cohomology exact se-

quence

i* j*
H'(L, SK') -» Hr(L) U Hr(SK').

Let \EH2m+2(L) denote the image under i* oí the generator of the

relative group. By assumption there exists an element o-EH"(K)

such that £V^0. Hence J'V/0, where o'EHm(K') is the iterated

suspension of a. Hence it follows from (1.4) of [14] that

(2.2) A = p U p = Sqm+lp,

where pEHm+1(L) is the element such that j*p = S*a'. We need a

condition to ensure X^O, such as

Lemma (2.3). Suppose that Hm+q(K) is spanned by decomposable

elements. Then L can be constructed, by suitable choice of 0, so that

\^0.

Consider the complex J = em+«U5«, where the (m+q)-cell is at-

tached by means of 7. By (2.1a) there exists a map t: T-+K such

that t\Sq represents £. Now T has trivial cup-products since m>q.

Hence

t*:Hm+«(K) -» Hm+"(T)

is trivial, and hence so is

(Sm-n)*:H2m(Sm~"K) -> H2m(Sm-"T).

By (2.1b) the 2w-cell of Sm~1T = e2m^JSm is attached by the White-
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head square wm. Hence we can regard Sm~qT as obtained from SmXSm

by identifying axes in the usual way. Take 6 = Sm~H oip, where yp:

SmXSm^Sm-"T is the identification map. Write Sm-"K = K', as be-

fore. Then

8*:H2m(K') -» H2miSm X Sm)

is trivial and hence so is

d,*:H2m+1(SK') -> H2m+1iS2m+1).

Hence it follows at once from exact sequence considerations that

X^O, as asserted.

Now suppose that K contains a sub-complex M, with inclusion

I: M—*K, such that M is an 5-retract of K. Suppose that £ = l*r¡, for

some element r)ETrq(M), and hence £*(r = 7?*Z*o\ Choose p, where

p>m—q, such that there exists a retraction p: SPK^>SPM. Consider

the complex N = ep+g+m+iyJSpM which is obtained from Sp+q~m~1L

by identifying points of SPK with their images under p. With all

these hypotheses, including (2.1), we find that (2.2) and (2.3) imply

Lemma (2.4). Suppose that Hm+q(K) is spanned by decomposable

elements. Then there exists a complex N = ep+q+m+iyJSpM, for suffi-

ciently large values of p, such that

Sqm+i:Hp+*(N) -> Hp+"+m+liN)

is nontrivial.

After some preliminaries of a different kind we apply (2.4), in §4

below, to establish the main results stated in the introduction.

3. The Whitehead product. Let p:E—>Sm im^ 2) be a fibration and

let v. F—*E denote the inclusion of the fibre. Suppose that there

exists a homotopy equivalence h: SmXF—*E. By restricting h to the

axes of the product we obtain a pair of maps

/      g

Let aEiTmiE) be the class of/. We prove

Lemma (3.1). If ßE^r(E), where r<m, then the Whitehead product

[a, ß] is zero.

Identify ir*(,SmX7) with ir*(5m)e 7r*(7) in the standard way, so

that h* is transformed into

(/*, g*)-.T*(Sm) ® tt*(7) -+ v*(E).
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Since r<m we have ß = g*p, say, where pEtt(F). Also cc=/*X, by

definition, where X generates Tm(Sm). Choose a homotopy inverse

h': E^>SmXF of h. Since A'*/*X= (X, 0) and h'*g*p = (0, m) it follows
by naturality that

Ai[MlWi] = ([X,0], [0)it]) = 0,

in T*(SmXF). Hence [/*X, g*ju] = 0, in 7r*(£), since A' is a homotopy

equivalence. This proves (3.1).

Next we prove (cf. (4.5) of [ll]) under the same preliminary

hypothesis

Lemma (3.2). Suppose that irm(F) is finite and that irm-i(F) is finitely

generated. Then pf: Sm—>Sm is a homotopy equivalence.

We have wm-i(F)~Tm-i(E), since 7rm_i(5m)=0. Also v*wm~i(F)

= irm-i(E) and so, since 7rm_i(J) is finitely-generated, it follows that

V*'.Tm-l(F)   ~  Tm-l(E).

Hence p*irm(E) =Trm(Sm), from the homotopy exact sequence. But

p*g*irm(F)=0, since irm(F) is finite and irm(Sm) is free. Hence

£*/*7rro(Sm)=7rm(Sm), and we obtain (3.2).

4. Proof of the theorems stated in the introduction. We now return

to the situation described in §1. Recall that d = l, 2 or 4 according

as the case is real, complex or quaternionic. Let 0T (r=l, 2, • • • )

denote the group of automorphisms of the appropriate r-space, so

that (Or, d) = (0(r), 1), (u(r), 2) or (Sp(r), 4). We regard 0„ in the

usual way, as a principal On_4-bundle over On,k- Consider the composi-

tion

Tdn-l(On,k) ~^> irdn-2(On-k) ~* T2dn-dk-z(Sn-k),
A /

where A denotes the transgression homomorphism, in the associated

homotopy exact sequence, and J is given by the Hopf construclion,

using the pointed action of On-k on Sn-k- Suppose that there exists a

cross-section/: Sn—>On,t. By (4.3) of [9] we have

(4.1) Sdk~dJAa =   ± Win-i,

where a denotes the class of/. We regard On,k, as before, as a bundle

over Sn with fibre 0„_i,*_i but now, using/, reduce the group of the

bundle to On-k- Consider the associated sphere-bundle E, with fibre

Sn-k+i, as shown in the following diagram, where all the maps are

inclusions.
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U

Sn—k+1 —* E

U ij
On-i,k-i —» 0„,k

v

By general theory we have a cross-section q: S„—>E such that/=/g.

If oT denotes the class of the identity on ST then

[<7*o-„, u*o-n-k+i] =   ± UstJAa,

by (3.7) of [12], and hence

(4.2) [a, $] = ±»*(£o/Aa),

by naturality, where £ = i*o-n-k+i is a generator of TTd(.n-k+i)-i(On-i,k-i)-

All the homotopy groups of On-i,k-i are finitely-generated. Also

iran-i(On-i,k-i) is finite provided we assume, in the real case, that

(4.3) n = max(2¿ -1,5).

Using the results of §3 we prove

Lemma (4.4). Suppose that 0n,k has the same homotopy type as

Sn X On-i,k-i. AIso let (4.3) be satisfied in the real case. Then £ o 7Aa = 0

where aETrdn-iiOn,k) is the class of a cross-section and £ is a generator,

Of 7Td(n-k+l)-li0n-l.k-l) ■

Let /: S„—»On,* be as in (3.2). Take «= + {/}, whichever is the

class of a cross-section. Then [a, £] = 0, by (3.1); hence p*(£ o 7Aa)

= 0, by (4.2). Since z>* is injective this proves (4.4).

Let Qn-i,k-iEOn-i,k-i denote the stunted quasi-projective space,

as defined in [l0]. We recall that 77r(Qn_i,t_i) =Z2 for r = qd — 1

iq = n — k + l, • • ■ , n — 1) while otherwise H*iQn-i,k-i) is trivial.

Furthermore, Qn-i,k-i is an 5-retract of On-i,k-i, as shown in (2.5) of

[10]. To prove (1.2) we apply (2.4) with (7C, M) = (0„_i,*_i, Qn-i.k-i).

In the real case we can assume (4.3) since otherwise (1.2) is trivial.

If On,k has the same homotopy type as 5,X0n-i,n then y = JAa

satisfies (2.1), by (4.1) and (4.4). Hence, by (2.4), there exists a com-

plex

N = ep+i(2»-*+i)-iW5'(2»-i,»-i,

for sufficiently large p, such that

Sqdn:Hp+d<-n~k+1)~1iN) —* Hp+d(-2n~k+1)~1iN)

is nontrivial. Now 77>+'-1 (TV) = 0 for dn^r<di2n-k + l). Hence, by
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the relations of Adem [3], the interval [d(n — k+1), dn] contains a

power of two, and so (1.2) is obtained.

In (1.5) we are concerned only with the real case, where d=i. We

proceed as before and construct

N = e*+2»-k U S"Qn-i.k-i

such that Sqn is nontrivial. By hypothesis k is even, hence n — k is

even, and hence

Sq1:H>+n-k(N) -> H»+n-k+1(N)

is trivial. Let N' be a dual complex of N, in the sense of 5-theory, so

that, for an appropriate choice of q, we have that H"~S(N') = Z2 for

s = 0, 1, • • • , k — 2 and for s = n, while otherwise H*(N') is trivial.

By duality (see [13]) we have that

Sq'-.H^N') ^> H*(N')

is trivial for i = i, nontrivial for i = n. By (1.3) we have n = 2r, where

r^4>(k). If r = 4 then k^2r~2+2r-z+l and we have direct contradic-

tion with the main theorem of Adams [l] on secondary cohomology

operations. Therefore r^3, as asserted.

It only remains for us to give the proof of (1.6), which concerns

the real case when k = 3. Let w>4, since otherwise (1.6) is trivial,

and suppose that F„,3 has the same homotopy type as 5n-1X Fn-i,2-

Then w = 0 mod 4, by (1.1) and (1.3). Consider (4.1) and (4.4), where

in this case JAa>ETr2n-s(Sn-3). By exactness (4.4) implies that JAct

lies in the image of the transgression operator

A:7r2n_4(>-2)->7r2„_6(S''-3)

in the homotopy exact sequence of the fibration F„_i,2—>5"-2. Since

w = 0 mod 4 we have 7T2n^(5n'2) — Sir2n-i(Sn~3), by the EHP sequence

and (4.1) of [7]. Also AS = c*, where c: Sn~3—>Sn~3 is a map of degree

2. Hence AJa = c*/3, for some (3 G 7^-6 OS"-3), and hence S2c*ß = S2JAa

= Wn-i, by (4.1). Since S2c*ß=(S2c)*S2ß = 2S2ß this proves (1.6).

In conclusion I wish to thank Professor P. E. Thomas for some

helpful comments on this work and on an alternative but slightly

more complicated version in which Ji-theory is used instead of

cohomology.
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